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There are no pharmacology/ toxicology issues identified for other excipients and 
impurities/degradants of the drug product.  
 

5.    Clinical Pharmacology/Biopharmaceutics  
 
I concur with the conclusions reached by the clinical pharmacology/biopharmaceutics reviewer 
that there are no outstanding clinical pharmacology  issues that preclude approval.  See also 
discussion in section 13 regarding the clinical implications of the PK results. 
 
The clinical pharmacology reviewer writes: 
 
The clinical program to support this application includes two clinical pharmacology 
studies, 1) bioequivalence study (PL-ASA-001) comparing Aspirin-PC versus Genuine 
Bayer aspirin in healthy volunteers, 2) food-effect study (PL-ASA-003) and a clinical 3) 
GI safety study (PL-ASA-002).  
 
Sponsor has submitted in-vitro dissolution data to bridge the test formulation batch and two 
to-be-marketed formulation batches. The ONDQA/Biopharmaceutics reviewer, Dr. Tien Mien 
Chen has determined  that the link is established between the test formulation and two to-be-
marketed formulation batches based on mean dissolution profiles using in-vitro dissolution 
method.  
 
The Office of Scientific Investigation audited study 001 and recommended the exclusion of 4 
subjects and those subjects were excluded in the analyses below.  
 
Bioequivalence in fasting conditions: 
The cross-over bioequivalence study (PL-ASA-001) was conducted between Aspirin-PC 
and reference drug Genuine Bayer® Aspirin tablets, in healthy volunteers at two dose 
levels, 325-mg and 650-mg (administered as two 325-mg tablets). Different group of 
subjects were recruited at each dose level.  
 
The BE analysis for salicylic acid (the active moiety for pain) between Aspirin-PC and 
Bayer Aspirin® is shown in the Table below.  The BE analysis was conducted with 
exclusion of subjects OSI has recommended (subjects 105, 126 in 325 mg group and 102 
in 650 mg group). The results of the BE analysis showed that, Aspirin-PC meets the BE 
criteria for salicylic acid at 325-mg dose, but not at 650-mg dose (administered as two 
325-mg tablets). At 325-mg dose level, the upper limit of 90% CI for log transformed 
salicylic acid Cmax AUC0-t, AUC0-inf ratios for the test product to the reference product 
are within 80 to 125%. At 650-mg dose level, the lower limit of 90% CI for log 
transformed salicylic acid AUC0-t, AUC0-inf ratios for the test product to the reference 
product is 75.8 and 78.0, respectively.  
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Table: BE analysis for salicylic acid (the active moiety for pain) between Aspirin-PC 
and Bayer Aspirin®. The BE analysis was conducted with exclusion of subjects, which 
OSI has recommended. 
 

 
 
 
Food Effect: 
The food effect on single dose Aspirin-PC was determined at 650-mg dose level 
(administered as two 325-mg capsules) using FDA recommended high fat food in the 
study PL-ASA-003. A total of 20 subjects were treated and all subjects completed both 
fasted and fed treatments. OSI has recommended exclusion of subjects 007 and 008 for 
food effect study. These two subjects were excluded in the food effect analysis. 
Administration of Aspirin-PC capsules with food resulted in a 6% lower AUC (AUC0-t 
and AUCinf) and a 22% lower Cmax for salicylic acid, respectively, and an 
approximately 1.64-hour delay in salicylic acid mean Tmax (4.58 hours vs 2.94 hours) 
compared to fasted conditions. The observed food effect for the Aspirin-PC product is not 
considered clinically significant and requires no dose adjustments.  
 
Also, an approximately similar food effect of 18% lower salicylic acid Cmax and 1.6 hour 
delay in mean Tmax for immediate release aspirin was observed in the study by Koch et al. 
1978 (Koch PA, Schultz CA, Wills RJ, Hallquist SL, Welling PG. 1978. Influence of food and 
fluid ingestion on aspirin bioavailability. J Pharm Sci. 1978; 67(11):1533-5). Therefore, the 
proposed product can be taken regardless of food. 
 
During this drug’s development program, the applicant was asked to assess the potential 
effects of lecithin  on anti-platelet activity of aspirin. Study PL-ASA-001 evaluated 
pharmacodynamic (PD) effects. These PD data were reviewed by the clinical pharmacology 
team supporting the Division of Cardiology and Renal Products (DCRP). See Dr. Divya 
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13. Decision/Action/Risk Benefit Assessment 
 
Based on the above discussion, I recommend approval. There are no chemistry or toxicology 
issues that remain unresolved save for the final manufacturing inspection.   
 
The clinical pharmacology studies demonstrate that this product is not bioequivalent to the 
chosen comparator (which is an aspirin product marketed under the monograph). However, the 
differences should not preclude approval based on the following discussion: 

 
The results of the BE analysis (taking into account any subjects that needed to be excluded) 
showed that, Aspirin-PC meets the BE criteria for salicylic acid at 325-mg dose, but not at 
650-mg dose (administered as two 325-mg tablets). At 325-mg dose level, the upper limit of 
90% CI for log transformed salicylic acid Cmax AUC0-t, AUC0-inf ratios for the test product to 
the reference product are within 80 to 125%. At 650-mg dose level, the lower limit of 90% CI 
for log transformed salicylic acid AUC0-t, AUC0-inf ratios for the test product to the reference 
product is 75.8 and 78.0, respectively.   
 
This still provides a dose of aspirin that falls within the therapeutic range (1-2 tabs). Therefore,  
consumers taking 2 capsules of ASA-PC will receive a potentially therapeutic dose. Even for 
the occasional user who has a slightly lower serum level of SA when using ASA-PC as 
compared to other marketed aspirin products, they can still benefit from this dose. A potential 
concern for early re-dosing in those taking ASA-PC has come up in internal discussions 
because of the slightly lower levels of SA. However, regular aspirin is not effective in all 
consumers and so already poses the possibility for early re-dosing in those individuals. This 
has not been considered a significant clinical concern with the use of aspirin specifically, or 
other OTC NSAID’s, in general, and I do not believe is of clinical concern for ASA-PC. 
 
Therefore, the data presented supports the safety and effectiveness of this aspirin product. 
There is no new information presented to alter the risk/benefit profile of aspirin, in general,  
and this aspirin-PC product, specifically.  
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